What it means to be Turkish-Norwegian

Nefise Özkal Lorentzen, born in Ankara, is a Turkish-Norwegian writer, filmmaker, producer and journalist living in Oslo. She has produced eight documentaries about several controversial themes, published a poetry book and a youth novel. She also co-authored a Norwegian textbook on how to learn Turkish. In her work she hopes to make untold stories visible. She believes that change starts with the youth. This conviction led her to make a children’s series about diversity for Norwegian TV.

Source: Migrants moving history
Being German in Warsaw

**Steffen Möller** is a German-born actor, comedian and writer, living and performing mostly in Poland. He worked as a German teacher in Poland for several years before winning a second prize at the Polish comedy contest PAKA. This paved his way to become a TV star in Poland. In 2005, he authored his first book ‘Polska da sie lubić’, published in German as ‘Viva Polonia – als deutscher Gastarbeiter in Polen’ (Long live Poland – as a German guest worker in Poland). The book provided a very personal view on Poland and the Polish mentality. In Germany it became a bestseller.

"I was born as German, but somehow I do have a Polish soul."
"The Poles are happy that somebody came from West Germany: 'Oh, look, we have also become a country of immigration for German guestworkers!'"

"Today, I am an *in-betweener*. My home is the Eurocity between Berlin and Warsaw."
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